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Editorial Comment

We can do things better!

    ith so many uncertainties and 
    challenges punctuating the
    country’s mining industry, more 
commitment to spruce up and spur the in-
dustry is needed. Globally the mining indus-
try has suffered a dent due to COVID-19, 
and the local industry was not spared. Add-

W
Andrew Maramwidze (Editor)

ing salt to the wound other challenges also 
surfaced on the local front, draining more 
from the industry expected prop up the local 
economy.

Early this year, the rise of insurgency in the 
country also created huge uncertainties for 
the industry and now Brazilian mining giant, 
Vale wants to disinvest from coal mining op-
erations in Moatize.

Attracting foreign direct investment (FDI) is 
not an easy feat, therefore Vale intentions are 
not to be celebrated, but should be a learn-
ing curve and be used to gauge the country’s 
attractiveness and ease of doing business. 
Now questions are lingering in authorities’ 
minds, will the new investor do better than 
Vale, is employment creation guaranteed. Is 
Vale going to reinvest in the country, its pro-
ceeds from the sale? All these uncertainties 
have a huge impact on the mining industry 
and we hope for the best.

Lessons to be drawn from Vale’s intentions 
should be used to catapult the local mining 

industry, things should change, and it should 
not be business as usual, let authorities 
close the gaps in the industry.

We are happy that they have announced in-
tentions to monitor the transaction, but we 
hope more of their ears will be on the ground, 
so that they will craft policies and regulations 
to plug some of the gaps in the industry – a 
healthy mining industry is everyone’s desire.

The economy cannot let those with big 
pockets change their investment decision 
on local projects, there is need to embrace 
growth of those that have already invested in 
local projects and making deliberate efforts 
to support their endeavors.

It’s sad to note that Vale has been making 
losses.

Remember to send us comments, letters 
and opinions.

Enjoy the read!

Allied  
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News Briefs

We can do things better! Setbacks continue in LNG projects

Portugal’s Galp Energia, a partner in an Exxon Mobil-led gas 
consortium has announced that it will not invest in onshore 
plants until authorities guarantee security and social stability.

The announcement marks a second setback to hopes to de-
velop a major liquefied nature gas (LNG) hub in the coming 
years after TotalEnergies suspended its own, separate LNG 
project.

“It means that at the moment it’s very hard for us to predict 
when the time to invest will be,” said Galp Chief Executive 
Officer, Andy Brown.

Tancoal Energy comes to Mozambique

Tancoal Energy a subsidiary of Australian based Intra Ener-
gy Corporation, is relocating from Tanzania to Mozambique, 
media reports have announced.

The company has invested billions of shillings in coal mining 
equipment in Tanzania’s Ruvuma Region. 

Currently the company which is struggling to sell its coal 
both locally and in neighbouring country markets, is also 
reeling on pay debts both to local subcontractor, Caspian 
Construction and a supposed tax backlog to Tanzania Reve-
nue Authority, which it is disputing.

Oil, gas prospects on track

Authorities have announced that new oil and gas prospect-
ing areas are showing preliminary signs of potential for ex-
ploration.

“There are some prospecting signs of resource potential,” 
said Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy, Max Tonela, 
to media recently. 

Tonela said concession companies for the new research 
areas are expected to open the first exploration drill holes 
by the end of this year and have already made investments 
greater than those imposed by the contracts signed with 
government.

“The companies are making investments beyond what was 
planned, in terms of volume of seismic information,” he add-
ed.

Two high-grade zones discovered at Koko Massava

MRG Metals (MRQ) has identified two high-grade zones at the Koko Mas-
sava deposit, after drilling 34 aircore holes at the combined 1.8-square 
kilometre area which, based on a visual estimation, returned high-grade 
total heavy minerals (THM).

The company says will use the results to complete an updated mineral 
resource estimate for Koko Massava.

“The targeted drilling at Koko Massava has confirmed our belief that with-
in the massive Koko Massava footprint, we have significant high-grade 
mineralisation from surface, including valuable pockets of high-grade re-
source,” said Chairman Andrew Van Der Zwan.

The deposit has an inferred mineral resource of 1133 million tonnes at 
5.3 per cent total heavy minerals (THM). It’s within this area the company 
found the high-grade zones.

More training exposure for local engineers

Eleven young local engineers are in South Korea for six month on the job 
training program, as a part of the intensive training delivered in the frame-
work of the Coral South project. 

The training activities cover the most varied areas of Oil & Gas and are 
designed to meet the need for qualified professionals in Mozambique. 

Another group of 14 Mozambicans will also start training at a gas facility in 
Tunisia, with other groups already planned in the coming months.

The engineers are part of 40 ( finalists that were recruited through selection 
campaigns carried out in 2019 and 2020, in various educational institu-
tions in Maputo and Pemba. 

Coral South project timeline on track

Italy’s Eni is on track to start up its 3.4 million mt/year capacity Coral South 
floating LNG production facility offshore in 2022.

“We confirm that so far the violence in the north of Mozambique has not 
affected the Coral South project timeline and we confirm startup in 2022 
as per schedule,” said  Eni in a statement recently. More than 30 million 
mt/year of LNG production capacity is under development, as the country 
looks to join the ranks of the world’s biggest LNG exporters.

However, there are growing fears that the country’s fledgling LNG industry 
could be derailed by the growing Islamist insurgency that began in Octo-
ber 2017.
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Cover Story

Authorities 
monitoring Vale’s 
withdrawal
 overnment has guaranteed that it is following
 the entire process of the withdrawal from the 
 country of the Brazilian mining giant, Vale.

Max Tonela, Minister of Mineral Resources said govern-
ment wanted to ensure that there is no break in continuity 
in coal operations.

“The government has been following this process to en-
sure that there is no risk to the continuity of coal mining 
operations in Moatize, or of the Nacala-a-Velha rail cor-
ridor”, he said.

“The negotiations between Vale and Mitsui on transfer-
ring the Japanese interests to Vale were now reaching 
their conclusion,” adds Tonela. 

This would allow Vale to take 100 per cent of the mine 
and of the railway. 

“This step should be over in the next few weeks”, he said.
Vale has hired some investment banks to advise the com-
pany in identifying potential buyers with the technical and 
financial competence to replace Vale at the head of the 
two projects.

Vale has been operating the mine for the past decade, 
usually at a heavy loss. Only in two years, 2017 and 2018, 
did the mine run at a profit.

Vale says it intends to sell off its coal mining operations in 
the western province of Tete. In preparation for this, Vale 
reached an agreement in April with its main partner, the 
Japanese company Mitsui, on the transfer of interests, 
from the Japanese company to the Brazilian miner, which 
in turn will sell the entire coal extraction and export proj-
ect to a new entity.

The transaction with Mitsui was made for the symbol-
ic price of one dollar, but all associated expenses and 
charges - including an outstanding balance of 2.5 billion 
dollars - pass to Vale.

Vale announced in January that following the acquisition 
of Mitsui’s stakes and, consequently, following the sim-
plification of the business and asset management, it will 
begin the process of divestment of its stake in the coal 
business.

The company employs around 8,000 people, close to 
3,000 direct workers and the remainder sub-contracted. 
Before selling off its assets, Vale is making investments 
which it hopes will help it resume production, reaching 
15 million tonnes of coal in 2021 - after 5.1 million tonnes 
in 2020. 

G
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Local News

COVID-19 has not deterred Premier African 
Minerals
     ith footprint in Namibia, Mozambique and 
     Zimbabwe, Premier African Minerals (PAMs) is 
     making progressive inroads at its Zulu project in 
Zimbabwe.“I am deeply encouraged that despite the Covid-19 
related lockdowns and travel restrictions in the SADC region, 
we are making progress in the drilling program that is central 
to Zulu’s Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS),” said George Roach, 
PAMs Chief Executive Officer.

“With the essential elements of Geodrill’s camp now estab-
lished, I look forward to the ongoing expansion of Zulu’s camp 
as we progress into the various other facets of the DFS study,” 
he added.

Premier African Minerals is a multi-commodity mining and nat-

W ural resource development company focused on Southern Af-
rica with its RHA Tungsten and Zulu Lithium projects in Zimba-
bwe. The company has a diverse portfolio of projects, which 
include tungsten, rare earth elements, lithium and tantalum 
in Zimbabwe and lithium and gold in Mozambique, encompass-
ing brownfield projects with near-term production potential to 
grass-roots exploration. 

PAMs also holds 5,010,333 shares in Circum Minerals Limited, 
the owners of the Danakil Potash Project in Ethiopia, which has 
the potential to be a world class asset.
 
In addition, the company holds a 19 percent interest in MN Hold-
ings Limited, the operator of the Otjozondu Manganese Mining 
Project in Namibia

MATOLA
(+258) 87 011 0668
matola@ssmoz.com

BEIRA
(+258) 87 011 0650
sales.bew@ssmoz.com 

NACALA
(+258) 87 011 0660
sales.ncl@ssmoz.com 
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filtration parts, v-belts and more.
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Local News

High grade mineral sands at Nhacutse
 ustralian company MRG Metals has announced 
 that Nhacutse contains very high grade heavy 
 mineral sands.

Nhacutse, lies in the company’s Corridor South project in 
the southern province of Gaza.

According to the company seventeen samples were taken 
showing an estimated 140 million cubic metres of ground 
with over five percent total heavy mineral content. 

Andrew Van Der Zwan, MRG Metals chair is upbeat that 
the project would deliver beyond target.

“MRG is confident that Nhacutse could deliver a signifi-
cantly larger very high grade resource than we were orig-
inally targeting,” Van Der Zwan.

“Given the depth of the resource that the drilling is de-
tailing, we could be looking at a 200 million tonnes high 
grade resource at Nhacutse,” he added.

MRG Metals will now launch a tender to find an indepen-
dent company to calculate a formal Mineral Resource Es-
timate. 

Meanwhile the company has also announced that a min-
eralogical study of the samples will be reported shortly.

On the local market, heavy mineral sands are mined for 
their titanium and zircon content. Ilmenite and rutile are 
used to make white pigments for paints, paper, and plas-
tic. 

On the other hand, titanium can be extracted from these 
ores and used to manufacture metallic parts where light-
weight and high strength are needed while Zircon is used 
for abrasive and insulating purposes.

A

	 			reen	Transport	and	
														Logistics	Limitada	
	 			“GTL”	specialises	in	
providing	logistics	solutions	for	
bulk	 material	 handling	 in	 Mo-
zambique.

GTL	 supplies,	 operates	 and	

G

maintains	 Volvo	 construction	
equipment	in	Mozambique.	

Type	of	equipment	 include	ex-
cavators,	 wheel	 loaders,	 tip-
per	 trucks,	 articulated	 dump	
trucks.

A	comprehensive	Health,	Safe-
ty	and	Environment	plan	 is	 in-
tegrated	 within	 GTL’s	 service	
delivery,	ensuring	the	safety	of	
its	people	and	environment.

GTL	 is	 a	 performance-based	
company,	 with	 experience	 at	

working	 24hours	 a	 day	 in	 en-
vironments	 where	 uptime	 is	
critical	 for	efficient	production.	
GTL	 delivers	 to	 its	 customers	
a	 high	 quality	 of	 service	 and	
smart	logistic	solutions.	

Contact:  
Arlindo Machava
 
Tel: 			+258	84	309	7887	
Email:	sales@gtl.co.mz

Web:			www.gtl.co.mz
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Lalgy’s mining division o�ers specialised 
mining logistics services in the northern 
part of the country to blue chip mining 
companies such as ICVL, Jindal and Vale.

We o�er dedicated customised material 
handling solutions on mine site as well 
as transportation of ore to port.  CONTACT US

Tel:         +258 2172 0482

Fax:        +258 2172 0452

Address: Rua União Africana, 
                n. 4143 – Matola

E-mail:    erick@lalgy.co.mz       

Find us on: 

Kenmare to rollout COVID-19 vaccination
 enmare Resources has 
 expressed concern on the rise in 
 delta variant COVID-19 cases in 
Southern Africa. Michael Carvill, Manag-
ing Director of Kenmare Resources has 
announced intentions to rollout vaccina-
tion in its mines.

“We are concerned by the rise. Therefore 
I’m particularly pleased that we expect to 
offer COVID-19 vaccinations to all Mine 
employees and contractors, as well as lo-
cal communities, later this month (July),” 
said Carvill. Kenmare is the leading global 
producer of titanium minerals and zircon, 
which operates the Moma Titanium Min-
erals Mine.

The company’s capital investment over 
the last three years continues to deliver, 
as Q2 saw a record quarter of production 
for ilmenite, improving on the record set 
in Q1 2021. “WCP B continues to perform 
well in Pilivili, supporting higher volumes 

K of ore mined and final product output. We 
remain confident in the outlook for annual 
production and re-iterate our guidance of 
1.1-1.2 million tonnes of ilmenite in 2021,” 
said Carvill. He highlighted that market 
conditions for ilmenite, and titanium feed-
stocks in general, remained strong in Q2 
2021 with pricing strengthening quarter 
on quarter. 

“The outlook for zircon has also continued 
to improve, with price increases during 
the quarter and continuing to date,” said 
Carvill.
 
Statistics indicate that the COVID-19 cas-
es at Moma steadily decreased through 
Q2 2021, with 41 people in isolation on 13 
April 2021 and continued to fall to zero by 
late May. However, Southern Africa has 
recently been experiencing a third wave 
of cases, which has also led to a small in-
crease at site.

“The vaccines are now on the way to 
site and vaccinations of the mine work-
force and local communities are expect-
ed to start later this month.” Carvill said 
Kenmare has been working with industry 
partners and government to acquire, dis-
tribute and administer vaccines. 

Meanwhile the capital project to move 
WCP B to Pilivili, including associated 
infrastructure, is now substantially com-
plete. 

“The final parts of the HMC pumping 
pipeline for WCP B operations at Piliv-
ili have been installed and are undergo-
ing ramp up. Heavy mineral product is 
being transported via the pipeline and a 
reduced trucking operation. It is expect-
ed that the pipeline will be operating at 
capacity in the coming months. The total 
capital cost of the WCP B move is esti-
mated at US$127 million, as outlined in 
the preliminary results for 2020.”
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Swapping gold for organic farming
     ith unemployment rising due 
     to COVID-19, some locals 
     have turned to digging for 
gold in the rivers of Chimanimani National 
Park. 

More and more people are attracted to 
the Chimanimani National Park. However 
it isn’t the natural beauty of the area that 
draws them. They visit hoping to find gold 
in the parks’ rivers. 

As the coronavirus pandemic has led to 
significant unemployment in the country 
due to increased price of gold, finding the 
precious metal among the vast forests 
has become more appealing. But digging 
is destroying parts of the woodlands and 
polluting the water.

Rather than simply sealing off the area, 
the local government is trying to cooper-

W ate with the miners. Provided they comply 
with regulations and form cooperatives, 
they will be allowed to continue mining in 
certain areas outside the park.

However, the park administration is not 
convinced by this approach. Instead, it 
is trying to create eco-friendly alterna-
tive sources of income for the population 
such as jobs in organic farming, livestock 
breeding and beekeeping. By offering 
training as part of this plan, they hope to 
provide new opportunities and reduce ru-
ral poverty.

Now a new project on the cards Mozam-
bique Conservation Areas for Biodiversity 
and Development II (MozBio II) aims to 
strengthen the administrations of the na-
tional parks in Mozambique and improve 
conditions for those who live next to the 
conservation area.

According to authorities, MozBio II is the 
continuation of its predecessor MozBio I, 
both programs are funded with $45 mil-
lion (€37 million). The money will be used 
in projects in Chimanimani National Park 
and 17 other conservation regions.

Vale settles €2B with banks to get 
out of coal mining

 ale will bring forward the 
 settlement of a debt to banks of 
 US$2.5 billion (€2 billion) related 
to investments to move ahead with the 
sale of its coal business in the country, 
the company said in a statement recently.

So far, the Nacala Logistics Corridor con-
cessionaires sent the banks involved in 
the ‘project finance’ an ‘irrevocable’ note 
to settle the remaining amount, Vale said.

The logistics corridor involves over 1,000 
kilometres of railway track and a port in 

V Nacala to export coal mined in Moatize, 
in inland Mozambique.

The deal with Japanese firm Mitsui was 
disclosed in January as part of the pro-
cess of the Brazilian mining company 
abandoning coal mining, citing a turn-
around with environmental concerns.

“With the simplification of governance 
and asset management, Vale continues 
the process of responsible divestment of 
its stake in the coal business, guided” by 
“preserving the operational continuity of 

the Moatize mine and the Nacala Logis-
tics Corridor,” Vale said in the statement.

The multinational is seeking a buyer for 
the operation in Mozambique and plans 
to deliver the mine with greater produc-
tion capacity after work carried out in re-
cent months.

Coal is one of the country’ main export 
products, and Vale employs around 8,000 
people, close to 3,000 of its own staff and 
the remainder outsourced.
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New Winds is an electrical and mechanical 
engineering company with 45 years experience
in the mining, railways and industrial sectors of 
South Africa, Mozambique and other parts in 
Africa.

We specialise in repairs, rewinds and sales 
of the following :

*  AC / DC Electrical motors (HV / LV)
*  Traction Motors (Locomotive motors)
*  Transformers (Agents for TESAR)
*  Generators (Standby Silent Diesel Type)
*  Alternators
*  Mini-Subs
*  Vibrators
*  Oil purifying (field services)
*  Etc.

for further information go to: 
www.newwindsgroup.co.za

General Enquiries
Email : newwinds@mweb.co.za 
Tel: +27 (0) 16 365 - 5231

Vale to acquire 
Mitsui’s stakes in 
Moatize 
 razilian firm Vale has signed a heads of 
 agreement (HoA) to acquire Japan-based 
 Mitsui & Co’s stakes in the Moatize coal mine 
and Nacala Logistics Corridor (NLC) in south-east Africa.

Brazilian firm Vale has signed a heads of agreement 
(HoA) to acquire Japan-based Mitsui & Co’s stakes in the 
Moatize coal mine in Mozambique and Nacala Logistics 
Corridor (NLC) in south-east Africa.

The consideration for the mine and logistics assets are 
$1 each.

The deal enables a restructuring as part of Vale’s plan to 
exit the coal business and focus on its core businesses 
and ESG agenda to become carbon-neutral by 2050.

Vale will acquire Mitsui’s 15 percent stake in the Moatize 
mine as well as 50 percent interest in the equity and all 
other minority credits it holds on NLC.

The HoA will enable the two parties to sign a definitive 
agreement for the transfer of the interests.

 “In a HoA aims to conclude a definitive agreement for the 
transfer of the interests and the associated loans once all 
related parties reach an agreement on detailed terms and 
conditions and both Mitsui and Vale obtain the required in-
ternal approvals, and to complete the transfer throughout 
2021, following the fulfillment of conditions precedents, 
including obtaining the necessary consents and approv-
als,” said Vale said in a statement.

Upon completion of the deal, Vale plans to consolidate 
NCL entities and all of their assets and liabilities including 
the Nacala project finance.

Vale will also commence the process of divesting its par-
ticipation in the Mozambican coal business.

Currently, Moatize coal mine is 85 percent owned by Vale 
while Mitsui and Empresa Moçambicana de Exploração 
Mineira (EMEM) own 15 percent and five percent stakes, 
respectively.

B
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DryTech’s innovative solutions help platinum 
miner
 anfoss, in support of engineering 
 components provider BMG 
 Electronics, an authorised Drive-
Pro® service partner, has helped to assist 
DryTech International in its development 
of a unique wet screw feeder for use by 
a South African platinum mine processing 
plant and smelter situated in the Bushveld 
Region, within the Limpopo province.

DryTech provides innovative design solu-
tions to thermal processing problems, 
successfully developing a variety of com-
plex thermal processes ranging from min-
eral concentrate flash dryers to high-tem-
perature reduction kilns and continuous 
vacuum dryers.

DryTech developed the wet screw feeder 
for this plant due to unusual characteris-
tics of the material being processed from 
platinum group metals (PGMs), chrome 
and base metals. The material is extreme-
ly sticky - similar in constitution to clay – 
and needed to be transferred into a dryer.

In addition, this material was to be re-
ceived not only from mines within the im-
mediate area, but also from mines in the 
Mpumalanga province of South Africa, a 
distance of over 300km away. During this 
transit period, the plant had found that 
some composites dried out, while others 
remained wet. 

From a mechanical design perspective, 
the gears required for the feeder would be 
large-scale, posing some practical chal-
lenges when it came to physically fitting 
into the unit synchronisation without the 
screws clashing. Larger gears would also 
substantially increase the costs of the wet 
screw feeders. Ease of maintenance was 
a further requirement by the plant.

The throughput needed from the first wet 
screw feeder was between 30 and 40 
tonnes per hour, with 15 tonnes per hour 
required for the second feeder.

A trial machine was built by DryTech for 
testing of application, and a three screw 
shaft solution was found to be the most 
effective.

While the three screw shafts were me-
chanically linked to one other during this 
trial, the client favoured a solution with 
independent shafts, using the preferred 

D Danfoss FC 302 22kW units controlling a 
22kW motor/gearbox on each shaft, with 
electronic synchronisation between them. 

This was a critical requirement, as all three 
shafts needed to rotate in a co-ordinated 
manner to help prevent mechanical dam-
age. This is due to the fact that, should 
any of the shafts go out of synchronisa-
tion, even by a programmable amount, 
the machine must be stopped. 

For example, if one of the motors, gear-
boxes or shafts became overloaded and 
slowed the motor down, it must be de-
tected by an out-of-synchronisation func-
tion and all screw shafts stopped. 

Once the problem has been cleared, and 
the application has been brought back 
manually, then the application will revert 
back into the correct synchronised posi-
tion automatically when started, instead 
of having to return the shaft to a home 
position manually. 

“The Danfoss FC 302 offering provided 
the ideal solution for this client, due to 
its innovative alternative to the tradition-
al servo control approach for position-
ing and synchronisation operations. The 

drives are adapted to the applications 
through simple parameterisation,” says 
Stephen Brown, Mining Business De-
velopment Manager for Danfoss Turkey, 
Middle East & Africa.

During normal operation, the load on 
each drive is relatively light – at less than 
50 percent motor full load torque (FLT) - 
but because of the material’s consistency, 
there are times when higher loads occur.
 It was for this reason that the 22kW 
drives with 22kW motors were put for-
ward, and this has proven to be especial-
ly true during start conditions or low-feed 
rate conditions.

The motors are mounted above the gear-
box driving each screw shaft, which, ac-
cording to DryTech, means that the motor 
drives the gearbox via a belt drive. 

“We needed the flexibility to be able to 
adjust the belt pulley ratio during com-
missioning in order to set the maximum 
speed, and therefore throughput rate, of 
the feeder,” says Riaan van Niekerk, Dry-
Tech Spokesperson. 

“This also prevents mechanical damage 
at the belt, which will fail first.”

Riaan van Niekerk, DryTech Stephen Brown, Danfoss

The pump has a working pressure of 70~65 kgf/cm2, 
suction volume of 0.9~1/min and 1 000 pounds per 
square inch operating pressure for an optimal misting 
effect using the narrowest orifice nozzles. A dual 
bearing design lowers the pump’s heat and noise 
level to 75 dB, while an automatic pressure valve 
controls the consistency of the pump pressure. The 
pump also comprises a patented internal rinse 
cooling design to increase its operating life.  

Further, special Viton seals for use with sanitisers are 
also included, as is a nickel-plated forged brass mani-
fold that is rust and corrosion resistant. A dual 
analogue timer can be used to set exact intervals for 
misting and stopping, with Spray Safe also equipped 
with beam-activated entry and auto stop.

In these uncertain times, Advanced is taking a proactive approach in combatting the 
dreaded Covid-19 pandemic. Advanced is rising to the challenge to the point where they 
are focusing the company’s resources, engineering capability, supply chain management, 
R&D resources, financial ability and skills base to endeavor to assist their clients in bringing
 this pandemic under control and to protect staff and their families.

In this regard, they have developed a multipronged infectious disease control approach that they 
can now bring to the market. The first of which is their Advanced VITA HOCl Solution.  

The Advanced VITA hypochlorous acid (HOCL) sanitising solution is effective against SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19.

VITA, which is completely safe for humans and the environment, comprises stabilised HOCL and is one of the most potent and 
cost-effective sanitisers on the market. Between 100 and 300 times more effective than bleach as a disinfectant, VITA oxidises the 
cell wall of pathogens, causing the cell wall to rupture or programming cell death.  It is effective in killing all pathogens, microbes, 
prions, biofilm and viruses, and has been approved by the US Environmental Protection Agency for use against SARS-CoV-2.

Even a 70% alcohol solution, as well as most other disinfectants, cannot kill bacterial spores or prions.

Biofilm is problematic in many industries, including hospitals, medicine, pharmaceutical, dentistry, food processing plants and 
water treatment, as a major source of recontamination. 

VITA is highly effective in killing and removing biofilm, which most sanitisers are largely ineffective against. VITA can be applied with 
fogging, misting, humidifying and spraying, depending on the application requirement. The product leaves no chemical residue and 
there is no need to rinse treated areas with water after the application. The product can be used as a spray in emergency decontami-
nation programmes or as a spray/mist in spray booths and tunnels. VITA can also be sprayed to decontaminate primary infection 
points on patients.

Because of the electrostatic nature of the application process, the droplets will be far-reaching and penetrate cracks and hard to 
reach places, providing for overall surface decontamination.

Advanced also supplies decontamination kits for the protection of employees, offices and assets. The kit includes a backpack-type 
harness, gravity-flow spray gun, five face shields, five reusable chemical protective white coveralls with hoods, 20 KN95 face 
masks, ten pairs of chemical protective gloves, a heavy-duty carry box, 100 of approved disinfectant (HOCL) and a disinfectant 
solution for use in a portable kit.

To sanitise mass entrance and exit points using a fine mist, Advanced offers the Spray Safe sanitising safety tunnel. This product 
includes SS 304 square tube frame with opaque polycarb sheet covers for the sides and roof, a plug-and-play pumping unit and an 
SS instrument HP mist manifold with six 0.2 mm 
sanitising mist nozzles. 

Tools to fight Covid-19 from Advanced

Office: +2782 870 0676
Email: westley@advancedfst.co.za
Website: www.advancedfst.co.za

Member of The Advanced Group of Companies
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The pump has a working pressure of 70~65 kgf/cm2, 
suction volume of 0.9~1/min and 1 000 pounds per 
square inch operating pressure for an optimal misting 
effect using the narrowest orifice nozzles. A dual 
bearing design lowers the pump’s heat and noise 
level to 75 dB, while an automatic pressure valve 
controls the consistency of the pump pressure. The 
pump also comprises a patented internal rinse 
cooling design to increase its operating life.  

Further, special Viton seals for use with sanitisers are 
also included, as is a nickel-plated forged brass mani-
fold that is rust and corrosion resistant. A dual 
analogue timer can be used to set exact intervals for 
misting and stopping, with Spray Safe also equipped 
with beam-activated entry and auto stop.

In these uncertain times, Advanced is taking a proactive approach in combatting the 
dreaded Covid-19 pandemic. Advanced is rising to the challenge to the point where they 
are focusing the company’s resources, engineering capability, supply chain management, 
R&D resources, financial ability and skills base to endeavor to assist their clients in bringing
 this pandemic under control and to protect staff and their families.

In this regard, they have developed a multipronged infectious disease control approach that they 
can now bring to the market. The first of which is their Advanced VITA HOCl Solution.  

The Advanced VITA hypochlorous acid (HOCL) sanitising solution is effective against SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19.

VITA, which is completely safe for humans and the environment, comprises stabilised HOCL and is one of the most potent and 
cost-effective sanitisers on the market. Between 100 and 300 times more effective than bleach as a disinfectant, VITA oxidises the 
cell wall of pathogens, causing the cell wall to rupture or programming cell death.  It is effective in killing all pathogens, microbes, 
prions, biofilm and viruses, and has been approved by the US Environmental Protection Agency for use against SARS-CoV-2.

Even a 70% alcohol solution, as well as most other disinfectants, cannot kill bacterial spores or prions.

Biofilm is problematic in many industries, including hospitals, medicine, pharmaceutical, dentistry, food processing plants and 
water treatment, as a major source of recontamination. 

VITA is highly effective in killing and removing biofilm, which most sanitisers are largely ineffective against. VITA can be applied with 
fogging, misting, humidifying and spraying, depending on the application requirement. The product leaves no chemical residue and 
there is no need to rinse treated areas with water after the application. The product can be used as a spray in emergency decontami-
nation programmes or as a spray/mist in spray booths and tunnels. VITA can also be sprayed to decontaminate primary infection 
points on patients.

Because of the electrostatic nature of the application process, the droplets will be far-reaching and penetrate cracks and hard to 
reach places, providing for overall surface decontamination.

Advanced also supplies decontamination kits for the protection of employees, offices and assets. The kit includes a backpack-type 
harness, gravity-flow spray gun, five face shields, five reusable chemical protective white coveralls with hoods, 20 KN95 face 
masks, ten pairs of chemical protective gloves, a heavy-duty carry box, 100 of approved disinfectant (HOCL) and a disinfectant 
solution for use in a portable kit.

To sanitise mass entrance and exit points using a fine mist, Advanced offers the Spray Safe sanitising safety tunnel. This product 
includes SS 304 square tube frame with opaque polycarb sheet covers for the sides and roof, a plug-and-play pumping unit and an 
SS instrument HP mist manifold with six 0.2 mm 
sanitising mist nozzles. 

Tools to fight Covid-19 from Advanced

Office: +2782 870 0676
Email: westley@advancedfst.co.za
Website: www.advancedfst.co.za

Member of The Advanced Group of Companies
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New sensor solutions for mobile automation on 
market
  odern commercial vehicles as
  we know them today are 
 intelligent, flexible and 
networked. However, the requirements 
of robustness and longevity remain the 
same, because the vehicles and ma-
chines are permanently exposed to harsh 
environments. Regardless of whether 
subject to hot or cold environments, high 
shock or vibrations, water, mud or dust, 
these machines must function reliably un-
der any conditions. 

To automate mobile machines, entire 
workflows or even have vehicles run au-
tonomously, it takes smart sensor solu-
tions.

Instrotech, instrumentation and process 
control specialists represent SIKO locally.  
SIKO has in excess of 50 years of experi-
ence in position detection supports users 
as a strong and reliable partner. With ap-
plication experience in mobile machines 

M

A long distance relationship that works.

MDX, LSA, LCC and LCV - Heavy Duty Mining Pumps

Wear Resistant, High Performance 
- Global Quality Mining Pumps.

One team with one 
goal. 

of more than 30 years, SIKO provides a 
wide range of sensors for position, veloc-
ity and inclination detection.

SIKO’s range of sensors is specifically 
and exclusively developed for mobile ma-
chines and mobile hydraulics, with the fo-
cus on the application itself. E1 approval 
by the German Federal Motor Transport 
Authority, high electromagnetic compati-
bility, as well as shock and vibration resis-
tance, protection up to IP69K and reliable 
sensors for applications up to Perfor-
mance Level d (PLd) are an integral part 
of almost any sensor. 

A wide range of interfaces are available 
to network the robust sensors digitally: 
CANopen, Devicenet Safety, SAE J1939 
or the conventional analog interfaces cur-
rent and voltage. 

SIKO is regarded as a system supplier 
in the position detection and also works 

together with customers to provide cus-
tomer-specific solutions to ensure best 
efficiency at low process costs.  

SIKO underlines this technical leader-
ship with the world’s first modular sensor 
“Pure.Mobile”, which has been devel-
oped 100 percent for use in commercial 
vehicles, and promises more flexibility, 
robustness and security than ever before. 
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Women setting trends in mining
 reaking new ground in a 
 traditionally male industry, 
 Takalani Randima is an inspiring 
role model for women in mining. She be-
gan her career in 2008 as a trainee en-
gineer on a mine, only a few years after 
women were legally granted the right to 
work underground in South African mines, 
before moving through the ranks of mine 
superintendent, site manager, senior con-
tracts manager, and section manager. 

She has already led three major, highly 
successful shaft sinks, as well as numer-
ous shaft and underground infrastructure 
projects. 

Randima joined United Mining Services 
(UMS) in 2018 and currently holds the 
position of Managing Director for UMS 
SHAFT SINKERS, the underground min-
ing, construction and development divi-
sion of the United Mining Services Group. 

This year UMS SHAFT SINKERS is cele-
brating 60 years in the business, under-
scoring their solid reputation in the shaft 
sinking and performance in the under-
ground mining arena. 

Besides shaft sinking, UMS SHAFT 
SINKERS offer the mining sector com-
prehensive shaft inspection, auditing, re-
furbishment and rehabilitation services, 
designed to ensure optimal production 
output and safe operations in order to ex-
tend underground life of mine. 

Randima holds a Bachelor of Mining En-
gineering and a Master of Engineering in 
Project Management and is well equipped 
to manage the highly skilled UMS shaft 
sinking and underground mining team. 
Underground risk management is all in 
a day’s work for Randima who oversees 
the Group’s southern African shaft sinking 
projects and the construction of shaft and 
underground infrastructure. 

Her mining engineering qualifications are 
matched by real knowledge and hands-on 
industry experience while confronting on-
the-job challenges. Randima states that 
success in the industry is not all about big 
shaft sinking projects, but also optimisa-
tion and extending the life of mines. One 
of Randima’s personal highlights in her 
career was the successful completion of 
a challenging shaft compensation tower 
installation project at Evander mine.  “The 
scope of work called for innovative design 

B approaches to protect the integrity of the 
shaft while undertaking shaft pillar ex-
traction. This was achieved within budget 
and exceeding all time, quality and safety 
requirements,” she said.

Randima explains that no two shaft de-
signs are alike, with factors such as posi-
tion of the ore body, safety requirements, 
client infrastructure preferences, and ul-
timately return on investment influencing 
front-end engineering.  

“UMS’s deep industry experience means 
we can consider all these elements, ad-
dress challenges, and immediately find 
best fit solutions, taking a project from 
concept to completion. That’s where our 
competitive advantage lies,” states Ran-
dima. 

By understanding and utilising the latest 
technology, Randima says UMS is able to 
undertake underground shaft exploration 
safely and cost effectively. 

Processes such as underground 3D laser 
scanning can deliver valuable data with-
out unnecessary downtime, stoppages or 
safety risks, and empower engineers, ge-
ologists and safety officers by providing 
details of the spatial environment in which 
they operate. 

The data collected is used to develop 
accurate models for planning and calcu-
lation, with time-saving benefits that far 
outweigh the cost of a laser scan survey. 

Shaft rehabilitation is high risk work and 
can only be achieved safely when under-
taken by experienced shaft specialists, 
which are provided by the UMS SHAFT 
SINKERS division. 

The UMS SHAFT SINKERS specialists 
work closely with the engineers and de-
sign specialists of sister company, METS, 
in providing optimal solutions to refurbish 
ageing mine shaft infrastructure. UMS 
METS handle the engineering designs 
whilst UMS SHAFT SINKERS handle the 
project execution. This seamless integra-
tion reduces risk to the client. 

Randima is very optimistic about the fu-
ture of the South African mining sector, 
and with the upturn in commodity prices, 
mining companies are rethinking invest-
ment into ageing mines to prolong life of 
mine. 
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Atlas Copco’s large ZenergiZe units on offer

 he ZenergiZe range of battery 
 energy storage systems from 
 Atlas Copco consumes zero fuel 
operating in island mode and produc-
es zero CO² emissions when used as a 
standalone power source. At the heart 
of these powerful and compact units are 
high-density lithium-ion batteries which 
operate silently ensuring zero noise lev-
els. 

Owing to significantly reduced fuel con-
sumption and CO² emissions, this clean, 
quiet energy source offers a profitable 
and green solution to operators, reducing 
their Operating Expenses (OPEX) and de-
livering a very low total cost of ownership. 

The ZenergiZe units are capable of a re-
markable 40,000 hours lifespan which 
translates to more than 5 000 cycles or 
over 1 600 days of continuous operation 
without compromising on power and re-
quiring virtually no maintenance. 

These battery energy storage systems 
present an ideal solution for noise-sensi-
tive environments such as events, metro-
politan construction sites, or telecoms. 

In addition to rental applications, these 
versatile units are also suitable for small 
businesses requiring smart power man-
agement as well as for large applications 
with multiple units.   
 
“Our medium 10kVA to 90 kVA and large 
100kVA to 1000 kVA ZenergiZe ranges 
are defined by optimum performance, 
sustainability and flexibility, taking bat-
tery energy storage systems to a whole 
new level,” said David Stanford, Business 
Line Manager, Portable Products, at Atlas 

T Copco Power Technique. “The units can 
serve as either the primary or standalone 
power source, replacing a generator in 
noise-sensitive areas or where fuel fumes 
/ pollutants are not permitted. If the ap-
plication dictates, they can be combined 
with a generator to make a hybrid solu-
tion and enable smart load management. 
Furthermore, by combining the units with 
renewable energy sources such as solar 
panels, 100 percent sustainability can be 
achieved with these systems.”
 
Battery energy storage systems pres-
ent a simpler way to capture and store 
renewable energy for immediate or later 
use, ready for delivery at any given time, 
thus serving as ideal short-term solutions 
in applications where there is no access 
to grid power or where there are low load 
issues. 

Atlas Copco’s large ZenergiZe units can 
work in parallel with other energy storage 
systems and act as the ‘brain’ of a mi-
crogrid, storing and managing the pow-
er coming from the different sources and 
regulating the load for each of the appli-
cations associated with the microgrid. 

“The fact that ZenergiZe energy storage 
systems have two operating modes (is-
land and hybrid mode) allows the end-us-
er to address any peaks in demands,” 
adds Stanford.

In the development of ZenergiZe, Atlas 
Copco has leveraged the advantages of 
the lithium-ion batteries namely sustain-
ability, flexibility and usability, without 
compromising on power. As lithium-ion 
batteries are lighter than other technol-
ogies, these units are 70 percent more 

compact and also lighter in weight com-
pared to traditional alternatives.  

“They are nevertheless capable of pro-
viding over twelve hours of power with 
a single charge, requiring only 1.5 hours 
to charge from empty to full. This weight 
and size reduction not only brings a 
ground-breaking level of versatility and 
usability but also facilitates transportation 
without the need for specialist equipment.

These energy storage systems are easy to 
use, scale and install.” The two models in 
the medium 10kVA to 90 kVa range, the 
ZBP and ZBE, offer rated power of 15kVA 
and 45kVA and energy storage capacity 
of 45kWh. A wide range of socket options 
ensure hassle-free connection to a gen-
erator. 

With a small 1.5 m2 footprint, these me-
dium range units are ideal for telecom 
installations in remote locations. In met-
ropolitan construction sites, they can be 
used to balance out the peaks in demand 
and low loads. There are four models in 
the large ZBC 100 to 1000 kVA energy 
storage system range offering the ideal 
solution for demanding applications that 
require a constant and significant flow of 
electrical energy. 

With rated power of 100kVA and 500kVA 
(depending on the model), the parallel ca-
pability of this range enables operators 
to scale with up to 30 ZBCs working in 
parallel in any power node. The ZBC can 
store energy coming from different sourc-
es and manage the power supply of small 
residential areas. 

Corporate News
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Industrial Engines is the Mozambique dealer for Volvo Penta for 
Industrial and Marine segments. Our cultural values are in line 
with Volvo Group and include customer focus, passion, team-
work and professionalism. The Volvo Penta dealership supports 
all engine models with diagnostic testing, parts, warranty, main-
tenance, and repair services.

Genuine Volvo Penta Parts 
Industrial Engines stock Volvo Penta parts such as filters, oils 
and coolant. All Genuine Volvo Penta Parts and Accessories (ex-
cluding wear parts) that are supplied by Industrial Engines come 
with a 12-month warranty as 

Generating Sets
Industrial Engines supports customers 
with generating sets powered by Volvo 
Penta and other brands. 

Volvo Penta Service Technicians
Industrial Engines Volvo Penta Profes-
sionals are trained to provide techni-
cal service and repairs. Technicians are 
equipped with the necessary on-site di-
agnostic and service tools. The techni-
cians are skilled to repair and rebuild all 
types of engines.

Marine
All marine commercial and leisure appli-
cations are supported by Industrial En-
gines. 

To find out more about how Industrial Engines contact:
Industrial Engines Limitada

Tel: +258 87 914 1774
Email: sales@ie.co.mz

Cummins reduce downtime and running costs
 ummins ReCon Parts and Engines are an ideal 
 solution to reduce downtime and costs, as 
 major components eventually need to be re-
placed or overhauled. According to Israre Marjan, Territory 
Sales Manager at Cummins North in Casablanca, Cum-
mins ReCon Parts and Engines reduce downtime and run-
ning costs.

Having worked for Cummins since 2017, Marjan was ap-
pointed to her current role from the beginning of February 
this year. 

Tasked to support and develop initiatives in North, West 
and Central Africa, she says that mining accounts for the 
lion’s share of Cummins’ business in countries like Gha-
na, Morocco and Tunisia, while in countries like Nigeria, 
Power Generation is the primary focus. Marjan highlights 
that Cummins is able to offer its customers two options, 
namely New or ReCon components, with the latter being 
a particularly cost-effective option. 

“We have quite an extensive range of ReCon Parts, in ad-
dition to certain engine platforms where we offer facto-
ry reconditioned engines with exactly the same warranty 
as new ones.” Therefore, Cummins has embarked on a 
concerted education and awareness drive among its dis-
tributors, partners and customers about the added value 
offered by its ReCon range.

The major benefit for customers is that they are imme-
diately issued with a replacement ReCon Part upon re-
turning it. All fast-moving items are available off-the-shelf 
throughout Cummins’ extensive distribution network for 
maximum efficiency and cost-effectiveness, particularly 
as any downtime is minimised. Not only are these engines 
and components completely remanufactured, they incor-
porate the latest upgrades in materials, design and tech-
nology, where applicable.

Cummins ReCon Parts and Engines are not just simply 
repaired or rebuilt, but remanufactured to be identical to 
brand new Cummins Genuine Parts, adhering to the origi-
nal specifications. Every part is completely stripped down 
and undergoes a rigorous process of cleaning, inspection, 
salvage, new part replacement (if the component does not 
meet specification), reassembly and testing.

Worn parts are replaced with new and obsolete parts are 
upgraded to newer designs and materials. These are then 
reassembled in ISO 9001 factories and tested to ensure 
that they meet stringent original performance specifica-
tions. The performance of fully restored parts ensures im-
proved performance for customers.

ADVANTAGES OF CUMMINS RECON ENGINES:

• Remanufactured to the latest Cummins performance 
specifications for improved performance and fuel econ-
omy
• 100 percent Genuine Cummins New or ReCon Parts are 
used for the highest quality and durability standards

C

Corporate News

• Every engine is tested at the Cummins remanufacturing plant before 
shipping
• Low cost or no-cost uprates for more horsepower and newer Cum-
mins engine technology
• No-hassle engine core acceptance based on a simple visual inspec-
tion 
• Fast turnaround to get equipment back on the job quickly
• The best warranty in the business, backed by the global Cummins 
service and warranty network.
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Working At Heights – Karams and Norco’s 
Comprehensive Solution

   orking at a height poses 
   significant challenges to 
   workers in many industries. It 
is estimated that dozens of deaths occur 
daily when people fall from a height. 

Use of the right personal protective 
equipment that not only meets but ex-
ceeds safety standards is of paramount 
importance.  Karam Africa’s products not 
only comply with the world Safety Stan-
dards, but are certified to several Interna-
tional Standards like CE (European), ISI, 
ANSI (American), AS NZ (Australia, New 
Zealand), Singapore etc.

With more than 20 Years of knowledge 
and expertise in the world of Industrial 
Safety, and with a portfolio of more than 
2500 offerings, Karam Africa, in conjunc-
tion with our Mozambique Channel Part-
ner, NORCO, is perfectly poised to offer 
clients a complete solution for all their fall 
arrest and PPE needs. We specialise in 

W the field of Safety Harness & Belts, Hooks 
& Karabiners, Lanyards, Anchor Points, 
Horizontal Lifelines, Vertical Lifelines, 
Tripods & Winches, Rescue & Descent 
Equipment, Self-Retracting Lifelines, Pro-
tective Eyewear and Gloves. 

When entering the Mozambique market 
there was no doubt that Norco Mozam-
bique Lda was the perfect channel part-
ner for Karam’s range of high quality, 
world leading Fall Protection Equipment.

Since its inception in October 2000, 
Norco Mozambique Lda has grown to 
become one of the largest distributors 
of Personal Protective Equipment in Mo-
zambique, representing many well known 
international brands.  

Norco is focused on providing quality 
products and excellent service to all of 
their clients throughout the country.Offer-
ing you a full range of high quality, indus-

try leading working at heights solutions, 
let Karam and Norco keep you at the fore-
front of safety. 

Norco covers all areas of Mozambique 
through its offices in Maputo, Matola and 
Tete in conjunction with a selected base 
of country wide resellers they can offer 
you the products to keep your project 
running smoothly and most importantly 
keeping your staff safe.

For all your Working at Heights require-
ments, think Karam, think Norco. For 
more information Contact: Norco Mo-
zambique Lda

Head office:
Av Das FPLM No 1815
Maputo
Tel: 20 600 460/61/62
sales@norco.co.mz
safety@norco.co.mz
vendas.tete@norco.co.mz
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Norco Mozambique Lda head office: Av Das FPLM No 1815, Maputo        Tel: 20 600 460/61/62              Email: safety@norco.co.mz

WORLD LEADING
FALL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

Keeping you at the forefront of

SAFETY
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Torquing advanced pump controller on offer
 actory automation continues
 to develop year on year and 
 pumps are increasingly required 
to supply real time operating data to con-
trol networks so that their performance 
can be monitored and adjusted to meet 
constantly changing production require-
ments

Hard wiring a sensor into a pump’s ro-
tating drive shaft usually requires the use 
of a delicate slip ring, but an alternative 
solution is to use a non-contact radio 
frequency detector, as Mark Ingham of 
Sensor Technology Ltd in the UK ex-
plains.

As industry strives to become more and 
more productive, technologies that sup-
port smart factories, Industry 4.0 and the 
Industrial Internet of Things, are being 
used with increasing frequency on the 
shop floor. 

The potential of these and other de-
velopments to improve manufacturing 
quality and efficiency over time is almost 
limitless.

However, such advances are not without 
their difficulties; one such being the need 
to connect machines and equipment 
such as pumps, mixers and conveyors 

F to the control computers. Wiring up one 
machine is not a great task, but a highly 
automated factory will have literally hun-
dreds or even thousands of them, so the 
task becomes very considerable.

Thus even a moderately sized factory 
has to employ a significant number of 
electricians and engineers who spend 
their days wiring and rewiring equipment. 

It follows that, if the amount of time 
spent on wiring and installation could be 
reduced, the factory could reduce its op-
erating costs significantly.

One of the most time consuming tasks is 
fitting torque sensors to rotating equip-
ment, as this requires the use of fiddly 
and fragile slip rings. 

However, torque is a key performance in-
dicator. For instance, a gradual increase 
in a pump’s torque may suggest increas-
ing flow to compensate for growing leak-
age; a sudden increase may indicate 
a blockage downstream of the pump, 
while a sudden reduction may be due to 
an upstream blockage.

So in automated plant it is well worth 
measuring torque, but can fitting a suit-
able sensor be made quicker, easier and 

therefore more cost effective?

The answer to this question is ‘yes’. 
TorqSense is a wireless sensor that re-
places the need for physical wiring and 
slip rings with radio wave communica-
tions. Fitting a TorqSense typically takes 
about one-fifth the time required for a 
conventional hard wired transducer, but 
how do they work?

A shaft under rotary load will twist very 
slightly along its length, in proportion to 
the magnitude of the load. TorqSense 
measures this twist in real time and its 
electronics converts the reading into a 
torque value.

TorqSense transducers use two Surface 
Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices, which 
are attached to the surface of the shaft. 
When torque is applied to the shaft the 
SAWs react to the applied strain and 
change their output. 

The SAW devices are interrogated wire-
lessly using an RF (radio frequency) cou-
ple, which passes the SAW data to and 
from the electronics inside the body of 
the transducer.

Sensor Technology’s Mark Ingham ex-
plains: “All you have to do is set up a 

New Industry 
Trends & Technology
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TorqSense is glue the SAWs to the shaft, 
fire radio waves at them and monitor the 
waves that are reflected back.  

The SAWs are distorted in proportion to 
the twist in the shaft, which in turn is pro-
portional to the level of torque. The fre-
quency of the reflect waves is changed 
in proportion to the amount of distortion 
and electronics within the TorqSense 
analyses the returning wave and feed out 
torque values to a computer screen. 

As the TorqSense method does not re-
quire contact with the rotating shaft it 
offers complete freedom from the slip 
rings, brushes or other solutions found in 
traditional torque measurement systems. 
TorqSense devices also have a high im-
munity to magnetic forces, allowing their 
use in, for example, motors where oth-
er technologies are very susceptible to 
electronic interference.” 

Conceptually Bluetooth is very similar 
to TorqSense. It is a wireless technology 
that enables data exchange over short 
distances and, like TorqSense, its trans-
mits using radio waves. It is commonly 
found in hands-free phones and other 

mobile devices, so is used by many peo-
ple on a daily basis.
 
In the engineering and industrial worlds, 
it is often favored as a wireless alterna-
tive to RS232 data cables and can con-
nect several devices simultaneously.

Sensor Technology’s new Bluetooth 
module creates totally wireless solutions 
for torque measurement. In use the mod-
ule simply plugs into the TorqSense’s ex-
isting 15 way ‘D’ digital lead connector. 

As well as collecting torque signals, the 
modules can provide power to the Torq-
Sense transmitter/receiver and provides 
a USB output for connection to a PC.

Bluetooth/TorqSense will be welcome in 
cable-dense environments such as au-
tomated factories and will enable torque 
monitoring via any Bluetooth enabled 
device. 

Sensor Technology has also launched an 
Android app that allows torque parame-
ters to be monitored via a standard mo-
bile phone or tablet, without the need for 
a PC.
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TOMRA Sorting Mining breaks new ground with 
unique XRT Final Recovery solution that 
guarantees 99% diamond recovery

 OMRA Sorting Mining has 
 launched the new TOMRA COM
  XRT 300 /FR Final Recovery 
sorter, which delivers concentration fac-
tors up to 1 million with limited stages 
and is the only solution on the market that 
guarantees >99% diamond recovery. The 
new sorter stands out for the high sorting 
efficiencies, the high diamond-by-weight 
concentrate, and the benefits deriving 
from its focusing on a single consistent 
detection principal, Diamonds. With this 
new introduction, TOMRA offers a com-
plete partnered diamond recovery eco-
system with a flowsheet covering the en-
tire process – from Concentration to Final 
Recovery and Sort House – and includes 
custom development with the end-user 
all the way to installation, then continued 
management of the asset and support 
with specialized services and training.

The TOMRA COM XRT 300 /FR is the 
latest step in TOMRA’s long-term strate-
gy for the diamond sector, which aimed 
to provide its customers with a complete 
recovery solution. “We always had this 
clear objective, but the technology just 
didn’t exist,” explains Geoffrey Mad-
derson, Diamond Segment Manager for 
TOMRA Sorting Mining. “We knew that 

T to achieve our goal, we would need ex-
tremely advanced sensor technology. We 
have been working in-house on the de-
velopment the new ultra-high resolution 
sensor more than 5 years, and now we 
are able to close the loop:  the COM XRT 
300 /FR is the last piece within our recov-
ery process, covering the Final Recovery 
and Sort House applications to produce 
an ultra-high diamond-by-weight concen-
trate.” 

TOMRA’s holistic approach and unique 
offering has earned a strong market trust 
in its XRT technology. As a result, the first 
three TOMRA COM XRT 300 /FR sorters 
produced have already been sold to cus-
tomers who purchased the machines on 
the back of their excellent experience of 
previous TOMRA sorters. 

Proprietary ultra-high resolution sensor 
delivers ultra-high diamond-by-weight 
concentrate

Input material is evenly fed via a vibration 
feeder onto a conveyor belt. An electric 
X-Ray tube creates a broad-band radia-
tion, which penetrates the material and 
provides spectral absorption information. 
This is measured with an X-Ray camera 

using DUOLINE® sensor technology, 
which focuses on a single, constant prop-
erty of the material, density.

The advanced ultra-high resolution sen-
sor information is processed and ana-
lyzed by our new Image Processing Pipe-
line to provide a detailed “density image” 
of the material, allowing it to be separat-
ed into high- and low-density fractions. 
If diamonds are detected it commands 
the control unit to open the appropriate 
valves of the ejection module at the end 
of the conveyor belt. The detected dia-
monds are separated from the material 
flow by jets of compressed air. The sorted 
material is divided into two fractions in the 
separation chamber.

The tight tolerances and accurate align-
ment of the new ultra-high resolution 
sensor results in a high quality picture 
that ensures a clear discrimination be-
tween diamonds and low-density mate-
rials down to 2mm. The sorter features 
high speed valves with a fine nozzle pitch, 
which significantly reduces non-diamond 
material in the concentrate. The result is 
ultra-high diamond by weight concentrate 
with a guaranteed recovery of more than 
99%.

New Industry 
Trends & Technology

With the new introduction, TOMRA is the first company in the industry able to supply a full diamond re-
covery solution using X-Ray Transmission (XRT) technology from 2mm to 100mm, coupled with all the 
benefits of cloud computing for monitoring and managing the entire process.
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High efficiency, better grade and secu-
rity with fewer sorting stages

It is possible to replace multiple sorting 
stages with a single TOMRA COM XRT 
300 /FR sorter all the way down to hand 
sorting. In Final Recovery application, the 
sorter targets the highest tonnage through 
the sorter that can be achieved with the 
highest recovery efficiency, which ranges 
from five tons to one. As a result, the op-
eration benefits from a smaller footprint 
and achieves much better grade. 

It is also possible to replace hand sorting 
with a TOMRA COM XRT 300 /FR. In Sort 
House application, it targets the highest 
diamond-by-weight concentrate possi-
ble, with about half the tonnage than final 
recovery, bringing multiple benefits. It re-
moves the traditional bottlenecks around 
hand sorting efficiencies and eliminates 
the human error factor. In addition, it pro-
vides a high level of security by protecting 
the product from human intervention.

A unique offering: a complete part-
nered recovery ecosystem coupled 
with cloud computing

The TOMRA COM XRT 300 /FR sorter 

completes TOMRA’s partnered diamond 
recovery ecosystem, which is unique in 
the market for offering a full recovery ser-
vice from 2mm to 100mm coupled with 
all the benefits of cloud computing. It in-
cludes consultation services during the 
development of the system and through-
out the life cycle of the equipment, sup-
port running the sorters, and help with 
specialized services and training. TOMRA 
has also leveraged digital technologies 
to provide effective support, through its 
Virtual Demonstration and Test Solution 
and features such as the TOMRA Visual 
Assist Augmented Reality tool for remote 
assistance.

“With TOMRA, the customer’s entire re-
covery system falls into one ecosystem,” 
explains Geoffrey Madderson. “This al-
lows for better compatibility and inter-
connectivity between the different appli-
cations of the recovery process. It gives 
our customers the full benefit of using 
cloud computing through our TOMRA 
Insight platform, which turns our sorters 
into connected machines. This enables 
customers to monitor and manage their 
recovery process in one easy-to-access 
place for both on-site and off-site man-
agement teams.”

A dedicated showroom to provide a 
first-hand experience of the new Final 
Recovery sorter 

TOMRA has set up a showroom dedicat-
ed to demonstrations of the TOMRA COM 
XRT 300 /FR sorter at its Test Center in 
Wedel (Hamburg), Germany. The facility 
will be open to interested customers able 
to visit in person from the beginning of 
May. Visitors will be able to see first-hand 
what >99% recovery looks like in the ma-
terial coming out of the machine. They 
will also experience the comfortable work 
environment created by the compact size 
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What would it take to stabilise Cabo Delgado?
By JAKKIE CILLIERS , LIESL LOUW-VAUDRAN , 

TIMOTHY WALKER , WILLEM ELS AND MARTIN EWI

 abo Delgado province is caught 
 up in a security challenge that 
 has captured global attention. 

The situation endangers tens of thou-
sands of lives and has destabilised 
northern Mozambique. It also potential-
ly threatens foreign direct investment in 
large-scale infrastructure, mining, ex-
ploration and other projects in the entire 
Southern Africa region.

At the root of the conflict is a governance 
challenge that includes allegations of 
deeply entrenched corruption in the ruling 
party, the Liberation Front of Mozambique 
(FRELIMO). Poor governance and state 
absence have antagonised the local pop-
ulation and left a security vacuum.

The insurgency can stir up age-old social 
problems, ethnic rivalry and longstanding 
dissatisfaction among Mozambicans to-
wards FRELIMO. While Southern African 
Development Community (SADC) mem-
bers and other countries can help Mo-
zambique, they cannot fix the problem.

Stabilising northern Mozambique will re-
quire a people- rather than security-cen-
tric strategy that tackles the security, 
humanitarian, political, economic, social 
and religious aspects of the insurgency. 
To achieve this, a centralised government 
body is needed to entrench an inter-agen-
cy approach and deliver a unified national 
response.

In the short term, the attacks need to 
be contained and the violent extrem-
ists driven out of the areas they occupy, 
such as the strategic port of Mocimboa 
da Praia. Substantial aid and support 
are urgently needed to respond to the 
humanitarian tragedy caused by the re-
cent attacks during which 30 500 people 

C were displaced. Overall, the insurgency 
has caused 2 838 deaths, of which 1 500 
were civilians, and displaced more than 
700 000 people.

To restore security, Mozambique’s gov-
ernment should develop a detailed intel-
ligence picture on funding, arms sources, 
local collaborators and supporters, and 
external linkages. A 24-hour intelligence, 
policing and operations centre in the 
country’s north is needed, informed by 
ongoing land, sea and air surveillance 
systems. The SADC technical team in-
deed recommends establishing a Region-
al Coordination Mechanism and a Joint 
Intelligence Fusion Centre.

Intelligence sharing among SADC mem-
bers and other countries with a naval 
presence in the Mozambique Channel 
is essential. In time, technology such as 
drones and cellphone surveillance will be 
useful; but a human intelligence network 
is the immediate priority. It can provide 
a constant supply of information on lo-
cal developments, new people entering 
villages and towns and possible external 
threats. Without intelligence and a de-
tailed understanding of the context, secu-
rity and development cannot follow.

Mozambique requires a security capaci-
ty (police and military) stationed in Cabo 
Delgado that can quickly move by road, 
air and sea throughout the region and 
along the Tanzanian border. These secu-
rity forces also need to patrol and secure 
the coastline.

This is where an envisioned SADC force 
could be critical, provided the troops are 
trained and prepared for non-convention-
al operations, follow appropriate doctrine 
and can communicate with and support 
the local population. At the same time, it is 

important to remember that SADC troops 
cannot replace the need for well-trained, 
equipped and accountable Mozambican 
police and soldiers.

Together with Mozambique’s police and 
military, SADC forces must act impartially 
and within the law if they are to stabilise 
the area and earn community trust. This is 
necessary not just for safety in Cabo Del-
gado but to avoid giving locals another 
reason to support the insurgents. Security 
force abuses have been a major driver of 
terrorist recruitment in East and West Af-
rica and the Sahel, and must be avoided 
in Mozambique.

Along with boots on the ground, the most 
important element of SADC’s intervention 
should be regional cooperation in intel-
ligence gathering and border manage-
ment. The maritime smuggling routes that 
enable the illicit economy in the region 
also need to be closed down.

It is unclear to what extent the insurgency 
is funded by the extensive criminal net-
works that transport heroin in bulk from 
Afghanistan by sea down Africa’s East 
coast for onward smuggling into Europe. 
But 2018 research in northern Mozam-
bique detailed links between the insur-
gents and a substantial illicit economy 
with ties to ‘political figures, the ruling 
party and their elite criminal associates.’

Lessons on how to break the links be-
tween violent extremism, organised crime 
and local conflicts have been well docu-
mented in West Africa’s Liptako-Gourma 
region. They should be taken on board in 
Mozambique.

An effective strategy must also deny the 
insurgents funding, arms and a rear base 
in neighbouring countries. Mozambique 
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needs to deepen its police, military and 
intelligence cooperation with Tanzania 
and Kenya, including agreement on bor-
der management, hot-pursuit operations 
into Tanzania and maritime operations. 
Police in Mozambique and Tanzania have 
signed an agreement on cooperation and 
intelligence sharing, although the joint 
operations centre at Mtwara in southern 
Tanzania is not fully operational.

In the medium term, stabilisation will re-
quire bringing to book those responsible 
for the attacks and abuses in Cabo Del-
gado. Sustainable security is much more 
likely when a criminal justice approach led 
by police and prosecutors, and informed 
by community members, is used instead 
of a military response focused on defeat-
ing terrorists.

Providing amnesty and undertaking a ro-
bust disarmament, demobilisation, reha-
bilitation and reintegration programme is 
also necessary. Security force action will 
rout some combatants and individuals 
forced to associate with the insurgents.

Institute for Security Studies research on 
Boko Haram in the Lake Chad Basin has 
shown that demobilisation is vital in deal-
ing with violent extremism. Mozambique’s 
government and its partners must take a 
proactive and holistic approach. Formal 
screening and profiling are needed to 
ensure that innocents are reintegrated, 
and those with a criminal record are pro-
cessed through the justice system.

To effectively counter radicalisation at 

community level in Cabo Delgado, the 
Mozambican government should pur-
sue broad consultations with commu-
nity, youth, women, civil society and re-
ligious institutions. Initiatives to promote 
inter-community and inter-faith dialogue 
among the population will be needed. 
This could culminate in civil society or 
non-governmental platforms or commit-
tees to help resolve the crisis.

In the longer term, the region’s recovery 
will depend on alternative livelihoods and 
poverty-alleviation measures to offset the 
local community’s reliance on the illicit 
economy, smuggling and the drug trade. 
That economy is deeply rooted in Mo-
zambique’s large informal sector and will 
resist regulation.

The government must commit to the de-
velopment and effective governance of 
the region. Without this, the people of 
Cabo Delgado are unlikely to provide in-
telligence, support the security forces and 
join development initiatives.

There have been some steps in this direc-
tion. Maputo is mobilising US$764 million 
from multilateral partners to finance the 
Integrated Northern Development Agen-
cy (ADIN). ADIN has four main pillars 
-- humanitarian assistance, economic 
development, community resilience and 
communication. The government needs 
to ensure that all critical stakeholders, in-
cluding the religious and private sectors 
and traditional authorities, support it.

The education system must be reinvigo-

rated to train and prepare locals for skills 
suited to new job opportunities. Author-
ities in Cabo Delgado would also need 
to invest in public works programmes to 
complement job creation in the formal 
and informal sectors and offer social ac-
tivities such as sport to engage the youth.

An important poverty-alleviation measure 
would be a cash transfer (or social grants) 
programme that would directly benefit 
the community and demonstrate the gov-
ernment’s commitment to development. 
ADIN has already earmarked US$25 mil-
lion for this purpose for families in Cabo 
Delgado, Niassa and Nampula province. 
After that, it could be funded by ringfenc-
ing government income from the natural 
gas resources that should start flowing in 
2024.

Finally, Mozambique must control and co-
ordinate the foreign support now flowing 
through many aid agencies and countries 
eager to help. Its future income from gas 
allows some flexibility not available to 
other similarly afflicted countries. Support 
that is uncoordinated and comes with 
numerous conditionalities detracts rather 
than contributes to stabilisation efforts.

Maputo needs to own and drive the re-
sponse to the insurgency and the recov-
ery of local and investor confidence. No 
amount of private security advice, sup-
port or foreign troops and equipment can 
compensate for political leadership and 
the establishment of trust between peo-
ple, the government and regional actors.
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Water is key factor in responsible mining in 
Mozambique

 s the impact of the recent 
 Cyclone Eloise has shown, 
 mines in Mozambique face ex-
treme challenges related to water, which 
can only be addressed through early 
planning and continuous management.

Cyclones are not the only factor that 
makes water management in the country 
particularly difficult. An important natural 
feature of Mozambique is the prevalence 
of large rivers flowing through the coun-
try – such as the mighty Zambezi River 
that passes through coal, copper and 
iron mining areas around and upstream of 
Tete. These rivers are fed by wide catch-
ment areas that extend well into Africa’s 
interior, with the country’s mines often 
located in the lower regions of the catch-
ments. 

Even beyond the risks mines face related 
to heavy local rainfall events, therefore, 
these rivers also risk flooding as a result 
of upstream rainfall hundreds of kilome-
tres away. This is in stark contrast to most 
mines in South Africa, for instance, which 
are generally located in drier areas and 
within the upper reaches of river catch-
ments. When a river like the Zambezi 
floods, the floodwaters can extend 20 km 
in width across Mozambique’s typically 
flat topography – inflicting considerable 
disruption on all sectors including mining.
The regular occurrence of high intensity 
storms – linked to the warm sea surface 
temperatures in the Indian Ocean – are 
further risks to mining operations. 

Apart from the damage to infrastructure 
and operations caused by strong winds, 
high volumes of water from these weath-
er events can cause extended periods of 
flooding on mining properties. This is es-
pecially the case where topography is flat 
or low-lying, causing post-flood drainage 

A to occur only slowly and with more pump-
ing interventions by the mine. 

Changing climate

The added concern, of course, is the 
global warming of the planet; in Mozam-
bique, temperatures in excess of 30°C 
are occurring more often and over lon-
ger periods of time. Warmer ocean tem-
peratures allow the formation of stronger 
storms, raising mines’ risk of flooding and 
erosion damage. 

Even with these heavy rainfall patterns, 
inland regions of the country can experi-
ence long, dry periods from late summer 
through to as late as November. During 
these months, mines can often struggle 
to find sufficient water for vital opera-
tions. On coal mines, this includes on-
going dust suppression activities on run-
of-mine stockpiles, waste rock dumps, 
haul roads and process plants. Climate 
change is also likely to further exacerbate 
the variation in rainfall patterns – making 
for longer respective periods of wet and 
dry weather.

The overall impact of these extreme con-
ditions is that mines are forced to direct 
significant expenditure on discharging 
water in the wet season,  and finding more 
in the dry season. Critical to effective wa-
ter management is the careful storage of 
surface water wherever possible, the ju-
dicious use of groundwater, the effective 
separation of clean and dirty water, and 
the active re-use of water.

Optimal storage

Storage of water is often complicated by 
the fact that open pits may be located 
some distance from each other, making it 
difficult for them to share storage facilities. 
The planning of storage dams is required 
to closely follow the mining plan, to en-
sure that the dams are in close proximity 
to pits that need the water. Diverting clean 
water upstream of a pit also provides an 
opportunity to augment water volumes in 
storage nearby – to use in dust suppres-
sion in and around the pit, for example. 
Where possible, this is a useful strategy 
to avoid having to convey water long dis-
tances from a central point. 

Peter Shepherd, Partner and Principal Hydrologist, SRK Consulting
Des Mossop, Partner and Principal Engineering Geologist, SRK Consulting
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It is also important to remember that mines – often located in 
remote areas – may not have access to any form of bulk water 
supply from a water utility to ‘top up’ supply when it is needed. 
This highlights the importance of thorough planning and tech-
nical studies to not only locate potential water sources, but to 
acquire the necessary permits and licences that regulations 
require. This generally involves lengthy processes and could 
require specialist intervention to research and prepare the nec-
essary field data and applications for regulators.

Local impact and expertise

In our experience, early engagement with water authorities – 
even during the pre-feasibility stages of a project – is an import-
ant step. These discussions will need to cover not just the basic 
issue of permissions for water abstraction, but also the mining 
company’s possible contribution to facilitating water provision 
to other stakeholders. Wherever mines can partner with gov-
ernment to leverage their local social impact, this needs to be 
explored well in advance. 

We also prioritise our collaboration with local professionals 
and service providers wherever we work, and Mozambique is 
certainly no exception. The demanding conditions that prevail 
mean that the insight of experienced specialists who under-
stand local conditions, is vital to identifying and mitigating risks. 

With two decades of experience in Mozambican mining proj-
ects, SRK has been able to apply a range of its mining-related 
disciplines – not least its expertise in geotechnical engineering. 
High rainfall events have a severe effect on slope stability in 
pits, for instance, so this area demands particular focus. 

The country’s deep soil profile also raises the risk of liquefaction 
in tailings facilities and dumps, which requires close attention to 
address safety risks. In the coal sector, fines in dumps can add 
to the stability challenge, heightening the importance of aspects 
like appropriate drainage design.

Responsible mine closure has been a growing area of concern 
globally, from both an environmental and social perspective; 
SRK offers a range of innovative and multi-disciplinary services 
to support mines in prioritising sustainability in their strategic 
approach. As mining is a relatively young industry in Mozam-
bique, it is likely to benefit from the advances in best practice 
made elsewhere in the world – and which SRK’s global network 
of professionals and integrated multi-disciplinary approach is 
committed to develop and apply.

Dam sizes may change depending on changes to climate

Water security is important to consider for climate change

About SRK 

SRK is an independent, global network of over 45 consulting 
practices on six continents. Its experienced engineers and scien-
tists work with clients in multi-disciplinary teams to deliver inte-
grated, sustainable technical solutions across a range of sectors 
– mining, water, environment, infrastructure and energy. 

For more information, visit www.srk.co.za
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             he Swedish-owned family company Dafo is today regarded as one of 
             the Nordic region’s largest suppliers of fire protection and rescue 
             equipment. A year ago, Dafo separated its vehicle fire protection 
operations from its other fire protection operations to the new company Dafo Vehicle 
Fire Protection. Dafo Vehicle Fire Protection offers a complete range of fire detection 
and fire suppression systems for vehicles - from simple solutions to tailor-made systems 
for heavy vehicles, buses, forestry machines, port cargo handling equipment, mining 
and construction machinery.

Johan Balstad, Vice President, sees fire protection as a crucial element for sustain-
able mining:

- Fires in vehicles often have a very intense development and are difficult to extinguish 
with a portable fire extinguisher. With the right dimensioned automatic fire suppression 
system, you get quick and effective protection that limits the consequences of a fire and 
gives vital time to evacuate - which can be extra important in a mine. Fire protection 
in heavy vehicles such as mining machines places high demands on both equipment 
and durability.

- The vehicles really get to operate in the toughest of environments, not least because 
of dust, the vibrations and the extreme temperatures they are exposed to. Therefore, 
we offer high-tech customized solutions with associated service agreements. This is 
also why we continuously invest a great deal in the development of our products and 
systems, explains Johan Balstad.

The mining operator needs to secure that the system they are using is a robust sys-
tem fit for purpose in the harsh mining environment. Dafo Vehicle Fire Protection has 
fulfilled the requirements of the Australian Standard AS 5062:2016 - Fire protection 
for mobile and transportable equipment for their SV-K fire suppression system. This 
has been granted with a Certificate of Approval by the Certification Body Global-Mark. 
The AS 5062-standard is equivalent to the Zambia Bureau of Standards new standard 
ZS1209/2019.

Fire safety important part of operators sustainability work
 
The complexity is so extensive that Dafo Vehicle Fire Protection’s experts are also in-
volved and assist in the design and planning of the vehicles of the manufacturer, to 
create well-integrated and efficient solutions. From the industry side, fire safety is often 
seen as a crucial issue and an important part of the sustainability work.

- First of all, you want to eliminate or minimize the risk of personal injury - that is the most 
important factor and where fire protection is central, Johan Balstad says and continues:

- At the same time, you also want to avoid downtime due to fires or other types of acci-
dents, which in a mining environment can be problematic, costly and time-consuming 
to rectify. Therefore, it becomes extra important that the systems and equipment work 
as intended.

Transition to alternative vehicles and fuels – new challenges

Dafo Vehicle’s experience, competence and know-how have largely contributed to the 
entry into market after market and today there are customers all over the world. This 
of course places great demands on the company’s organization, but also on continued 

development work of both systems and products:

- Right now, development is particularly important as we are facing a significant tran-
sition in terms of machine fuel. There is extensive electrification in the mining industry 
as well, and it places new demands on the fire protection equipment to some extent. A 
battery that catches fire through thermal runaway is not the same as the more traditional 
fires in diesel or gasoline-powered vehicles. Here we are placing a lot of focus right now, 
says Johan Balstad.

Fire protection system for electric and hybrid vehicles 

Dafo Vehicle has launched a fire protection system for electric and hybrid vehicles that 
is activated before a fire in a battery occurs. The fire protection solution has been devel-
oped for buses but will also be available for other heavy electric vehicles.

Low, or non-existent emissions, cost-efficient operation and reduced noise levels are 
some of the major advantages of hybrid and electric vehicles today but the disadvan-
tages of the technology, when something goes wrong, are less known. Fires in lithi-
um-ion batteries of electric vehicles usually have rapid progress and are very difficult 
to extinguish. 

- We have followed the vehicle development closely and seen an increased need for fire 
protection as more electrified vehicles are being introduced to the market. Dafo Vehicle 
was concerned early on regarding the potential fire risks and dangers this technology 
would bring, which meant that we also started looking at solutions to meet the develop-
ment, says Anders Gulliksson, Technical Manager, Dafo Vehicle.

Dafo Vehicle is today alone in the market to offer a complete fire protection system 
for electric and hybrid vehicles. The patented and award-winning suppression system 
was developed through the EU-funded research project Li-IonFire and initially aimed at 
electrified buses in public transport. 

- Our system is an advanced fire suppression system with a fire prevention part integrat-
ed into the system. This means that the system can detect any temperature changes 
in the lithium ion battery at an early stage and cool it down before reaching the critical 
“thermal runaway” state, which can result in the battery starting to burn and a fully de-
veloped fire occur, continues Gulliksson. 

High risk of toxic emissions

Anders Gulliksson explains that today there are no successful methods to extinguish 
a battery that has already caught fire and entered the thermal runaway stage, after an 
overcharge or vehicle collision. If the battery starts to burn, the highly toxic gas emits 
hydrogen fluoride (HF), which can cause serious damage to both the skin and the re-
spiratory tract. 

- In the long term, our suppression system can be used for various electric vehicles and 
areas, such as heavy-duty mobile equipment vehicles in the mining industry and ports. 
The main reason for this is partly to do with the high safety requirements in the industry, 
but also that our fire protection minimizes the risks of costly downtime that a fire can 
entail, says Johan Balstad. 

Li-IonFire™ will significantly boost the safety of operators, the protection of valuable 
assets and allow safe evacuation of drivers. 

Expansion in Africa

Dafo Vehicle is continuously expanding our network of 
distributors. Dafo Vehicle’s products are available all 
over the African continent mainly on mobile cargo 
equipment in ports and on heavy-duty mining vehicles. 

- We have been active in South Africa for a couple of 
years but now we want to strengthen our position all 
over Africa. At this stage we have distributors in Egypt, 
Morocco, Ghana, The Democratic Republic of the 
Congo, Zambia and South Africa, concludes Fredrik 
Rosen, Business Manager for Middle East, North-, 
West-, East and Central Africa, Dafo Vehicle. 

Contact:
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Cool & Care SARL, Tel. +243 858930150
E-mail: amit.gupta@coolcare.cd
Egypt, Total Fire Fighting, Tel. +20 100 143 4342, E-mail: wagdymorsy@gmail.com
Ghana, TIGRIS 2000 LIMITED, Tel. +233 240488733, 
E-mail: tigris2000limited@gmail.com 
Morocco, M.G.C AFRICA, Tel. +212 695031203, E-mail: mgc.nafrica@gmail.com 
South Africa, AASYS (Advanced Automated Systems), Tel. +27 82 383 2757
E-mail: herbert@aasys.co.za
Zambia , ASM Global, Tel. +260 978 700 751, E-mail: piers.holl@gmail.com

T 

In the mining industry, safety has always been a crucial issue - not least when it comes to fire. Therefore, it is not 
at all surprising that Dafo, with 100 years of industry experience, is investing heavily in fire safety of the mining 
industry. 

Fire protection of heavy-duty mobile equipment is nowadays a crucial element for sustainable mining.

A well-integrated fire suppression system minimizes the risks of costly downtime that a fire can entail.

The new Li-IonFire™ fire protection 
system which will detect potential 
battery failure, at the earliest possible 
stage and take immediate action by 
spot cooling, using the suppression 
agent Forrex EV™. This will effectively 
stop, or delay, a potentially hazardous 
situation without the fire developing 
further.

Advanced Fire Protection of Heavy 
Vehicles
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Do not compromise safety
Reduce the impact on investment

Secure business continuity
www.dafo-vehicle.com

Democratic Republic of the Congo  Cool & Care SARL  Tel. +243 858930150

Ghana  TIGRIS 2000 LIMITED  Tel. +233 240488733 

Morocco  M.G.C AFRICA  Tel. +212 695031203

South Africa  AAS (Advanced Automated Systems)  Tel. +27 82 383 2757

Zambia  ASM Global  Tel. +260 978 700 751

Global-Mark.com.au®
ID Number: 107188

Ce
rti

fie
d Product - AS 5062

Equivalent to Zambia Bureau 
of Standards - ZS1209/2019 

Egypt   Total Fire Fighting Tel. +20 100 143 4342
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RELEVANCE OF INTEGRATED 
WEIGHING SOFTWARE

Achieving economic success under conditions of 
investment complexity, combined with volatility and 
multiple other challenges, requires a commitment to 
absolute operational control. 

We at Sasco believe in the importance of operational 
controls, and as the market leader in weighing, our passion 
is developing weighing solutions which deliver complete 
control. 

In the context of the African continent, where there 
are currently over 1100 mining projects in 53 countries 
covering 125 types of minerals, our passion has 
great relevance, because most mines determine their 
commercial outputs based on weight.

Mines use an array of weighing equipment both above and 
below ground including rail-in-motion systems, hoppers, 
belt scales, rail weighbridges and road weighbridges. All 
of which Sasco supplies and supports and all of which we 
ensure are reliable and highly accurate. 

This array of weighing equipment does not in itself deliver 
operational control. Operational control is only secured if, 
firstly a sufficient degree of automation is also introduced 
to avoid corrupt activities arising during the weighing 

process and secondly if all the data associated with 
the weighing process is seamlessly available to decision 
makers real time.

Together with our passion for weighing systems that 
deliver control, we also believe in delivering cost-effective 
solutions that work. In the context of “weighing automation” 
and “weighing data” this means standardization through a 
building block approach to weighing software solutions.

In a nutshell, Sasco has through our experience in 
developing bespoke weighing solutions, realized that most 
weighing automation and weighing data requirements in 
the mining sector are very similar across customers. 

The optimal solution is, therefore, one which is built on
a proven standard platform, and which has the inbuilt 
functionality to provide an array of additional 
automation and data integration features to be “turned on” 
simply through upgrading User Licenses. 

This solution is Sasco ProWeigh+, and we invite you to share 
your automation control and data integration enquiries 
with us. 

• Africa has the largest mineral industry in the world which is dominated by business  leaders, pioneers 
in investing and developing businesses in the fastest growing continent on the globe but also the most 
volatile and most challenging. 

SMART SUPPORT

0861 422 134 

OR +27 83 680 0722

E-mail: info@sascoafrica.com
Web: www.sascoafrica.com
24 hours, 7 Days a week

GROUP SUPPORT H/O

2 Blackburn Street

Apex Industrial | Benoni

SASCO AFRICA  is the industry leader in 
weighing solutions; Weighbridge and Software. Accurately Weighing Africa

In Motion Rail Weighing

Number Plate Recognition Camera

Software Integration:

• ERP

• Business Intelligence

• Reporting

Heavy Duty Weighbridge

Fingerprint, Smart Card, Barcode Identification

Message Display

SASCO is a dynamic weighing solutions focused company which procures and supports a leading range of 
global sourced industrial weighing technologies. Sasco has the highest metrological ranking of any South African 
company, and as a result of our experience gained through 100 years of operation, we are uniquely positioned to 
specify and supply optimal weighing equipment, automation and weighing information data solutions to Southern 
Africa’s leading industrial companies. Sasco reputation has been built on innovation and choice underpinned by 
professionalism, modernity and experience.
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www.vega.com

Accurate down to the smallest grain.
Radar for reliable levels in bulk solids applications

From simple to challenging: With radar technology that is highly robust, flexible and economical all at the 

same time, VEGA is putting things on track to ensure more reliable and efficient production processes 

involving bulk solids.

Due to our decades of experience we understand the requirements of the industry quite well. That’s why 

VEGAPULS level sensors are able to deliver exact measured values even when conditions get extreme 

because of dust, noise or buildup. And why they are also ideal for simple applications where efficiency, 

and economy in particular, are required.
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